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【 Adjectives and nouns 】 

We form nouns from some adjectives by adding a suffix to the end 
of the adjectives. 

~ness sad -- sadness 

dark -- darkness  

 ~th true – truth 

wide -- width 

 ~y beautiful -- beauty 

safe -- safety 

 

We sometimes change the letters at the end of the adjectives. 

~ce convenient -- convenience 

important -- importance 

 ~ion attractive – attraction 

protective -- protection 
 

A. Change the following adjectives to nouns.  (Adjectives → Nouns) 

1. caring -- _____care______ 8. cheerful  -- cheerfulness/ cheer 

2. kind  -- ___kindness_____ 9. creative  -- ___creativity______ 

3. warm -- ___warmth______ 10. difficult  -- ___difficulty______ 

4. selfish -- ___selfishness___ 11. energetic -- ___energy_______ 

5. anxious -- ___anxiety______ 12. generous -- ___generosity____ 

6. patient -- ___patience_____ 13. happy  -- ___happiness____ 

7. hungry  --  ___hunger______ 14. supportive  --  ___support______ 
 

B. Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives. 

1. You only think about yourself and don’t care for other people. You 

should not be ___ selfish ___. 

2. My brother is ___ generous ___. He doesn’t mind sharing everything 

with me. 

3. It was my first time to perform on the stage. I felt ___ anxious ____ to 

see so many audiences. I could not relax.  

4. She is very ___kind/ helpful___ to her friends and helps them with 

their problems. 

5. My Math teacher was ____ patient___ with me. He explained the 

procedures clearly, so I got a good result in the exam. 

6. If you get ____ hungry ___, there’s some food in the fridge. 
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C. Fill in the blanks with suitable nouns from Part A. 

1. He is the chairman of a charity. He takes part in all fund-raising events 

every year. You can see his __ generosity/ support __ in the charity. 

2. In the charity, we work together to help the people in need. There is 

no __ selfishness __. 

3. We should visit elderly homes. The elderly need our 

_____care______. 

4. Everyone in Hong Kong Coliseum gave a cheer when the famous 

singer appeared on the stage. They were happy to see their idol. 

They shouted very loudly. 

5. If you want to be a nurse or doctor, you need a lot of 

____patience____ with sick people. 

6. He didn’t have _____ energy_____ to do anything after running the 

marathon race for 4 hours. 

 

D. Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives or nouns. 

In many developing countries, people are very poor. It is  

(1.)      difficult     for them to support themselves. They do not have 

money to buy food or medicine. Children suffer from (2.)   hunger      . 

They do not have enough food to eat every day.  

Do you want to see their smiles again? Please help us bring them  

(3.)  warmth/ happiness   by providing them with food and necessities.  

Please give some (4.)      support       to our charity. Your love  

and (5.)     care        are important for them.  

Don’t be (6.)      selfish      . Share something with them. 

Show your (7.)      generosity      and make a donation today! 

 


